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In the article "Mass meets machine-the computer tells all" by Javes C. G. Cu\iff, the author explores the use of
computer technology in analyzing the biomechanics of running. The article focuses on the work of Gideon Ariel, a
scientist with a Ph.D. in exercise physiology and extensive postdoctoral credits in computer science, who has
developed programs to analyze the forces the body develops in motion. Ariel's lab, Computerized Biomechanical
Analysis, Inc., uses a force plate to capture, computerize, analyze, and store data from runners. The author
discusses the potential of this technology to improve running shoes and training methods, and Ariel's belief that
there is no "one shoe for everybody". Ariel also discusses the future of running shoes, envisioning materials that
simulate the characteristics of air inside the shoe and the potential for customized shoe assembly.
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